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The choreographer Séverine Bidaud has fun until December, 23rd to relate “The Little Match Girl”, 
“Little Red Riding hood” and “The Ugly Duckling” to the children in a cross-version, hip hop and 
show without words. A risky bet and totally successful.

The set is covered with white shavings. Some children in the public are investigating “It is snow!”, 
exclaims a five-year-old girl, “It is a party!”, says a barely older boy. On the round-edged set of the 
small room of the Theater “La Villette”, equipped with a large screen, a young woman dressed in 
rags is sleeping. She (Séverine Bidaud) embodies the little match girl, straight from the sad tale 
written by Andersen.

The voice intervenes quickly in order to establish the framework of the “Once upon a time”, whose 
show will soon be released. The common thread is to make understand the texts and the unsaid, 
through dance. The gestures are totally hip-hop and break, which gives the characters aspects of 
automatons that will make children laugh. The very ambitious idea is to mix tales, to cross them so 
as to make them converse.

Then, the Little match Girl dreams about Little red Riding hood appearing to her, making a pas de 
deux (literally step of two) with a wolf on all fours. She also sees the Ugly Duckling turning into a 
swan, the singing exercises borrowed from Donald Duck! The voice is replaced by the dance which 
is not a mime. In fact, children understand easily this non recitative piece whose figurations are 
recognizable (Little red riding hood is wearing a cloak and a red tutu).

“Tell me, what you dance?” is a perfect show to make children hear another way to tell a story. The 
video creation of Pascal Minet perfectly includes the drawings made by Jean-Charles “Trippin' 
Cloud” Zambo swinging us in one second from one tale to another.

A must see

Interpretation 2017-2018; Séverine Bidaud, Sandra Geco alternaly with Jane-Carole Bidaud, Cault 
Nzelo, Clément Guesdon- Created and performed by Jane-Carole Bidaud, Séverine Bidaud, Farrah 
Elmaskini, Cault Nzelo. Until December 23rd at the “Grande Halle” of the Theatre of the Villette. 
All public. From 5 years


